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Home Checks
PREPAREDNESS PLAN

            Determine which area will be your pet's designated space.   This area
should be cleared of all loose temptations (shoes, home decor, anything that
can be easily scratched or chewed).  This space should never be a "time
out/naughty" punishment space - it should always be fun, rewarding, enriching
and prove a general feeling of contentment for your pet.

Almost anything in your home can be a hazard to new cats/kittens
because like children - they love to put stuff in their mouth!  Make sure to
remove all hanging wires and keep pet toys in designated areas.  Kids
should make sure their own toys have "safety boxes" cats can't get into.

Litterboxes should be kept in each room until you know you cat/kitten
is consistently using it.  Again, not all litter is created equal and your
cat might not like the litter you use or feel unsafe in the place it
currently is located.  Always give your pet the benefit of the doubt
before giving up on them!

         Houseplants should be relocated to areas curious pets
won't be tempted to taste or play with.  Make sure you know
what kind of plants you have in your home and if they are
poisonous to pets - ideally they will be removed.

It's super simple to keep cats/kittens from scratching in
places they shouldn't - it just requires diligence.  Not all
cat scratchers are created equal, some cats like to
scratch upward, some a floor, some on one material over
another.  Purchase multiple items and keep the ones
you pet uses most.  Also, purchase "protector sheets"
that stick on furniture while your pet is learning.  They
keep furniture safe and are SUPER cheap!



Play time with your cat is important for their healthy development and
making sure they are active and entertained, especially with indoor cats.

Different toys keep your cat’s senses sharp and help them maintain a
healthy weight (especially if the toy encourages a lot of jumping and
bouncing). Interactive cat toys also help you form a bond with your pet.

FOOD BOWL

WATER BOWL

CAT FOOD

LITTER BOX

TOOLS TO CLEAN LITTER BOX

CAT BED

SCRATCHING POST

FURNITURE PROTECTOR SHEETS

CAT CARRIER

GROOMING TOOLS

CAT TOYS

COLLAR AND TAG

TREATS

CAT NIP

ITEMS

Supplies List
PREPAREDNESS PLAN

Avoid strings and choke hazard items



Missing Cat
PREPAREDNESS PLAN

It is important to be prepared if and when an emergency does arise.  Stressed
pets in new environments are at increased risk for trying to escape.  Use this
checklist as a step by step guide if your pet gets loose or is missing.

Make a post on your own social media and make sure to notate the last
time you saw your pet and where.

Post On Your Social Media

Do a Search on Facebook for “Lost Pet” groups in your local area (think
state, town, county). Share your social media post in these groups.

Post On Petco LoveLost
This is national listing free to use.

File a Missing Pet Report with Animal Control
Provide details of last sighting, markings, contact details

Check Found Reports with Animal Shelters
View listings DAILY at Animal Control and/or Local Intake Shelter Sites

*Do NOT wait to take action if you believe your pets are missing! In most
states, found pets picked up by animal control are only subject to a 3-14 day
“stray hold” before they are eligible for adoption by the shelters, so make sure
to check the FOUND REPORT listings daily.

Contact Search & Rescue Organizations
If feasible, hire a tracker as soon as possible.  Place a blanket or
frequently used fabric-type toy in air tight bag for the scent dogs.


